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1 Introduction

At their most political, institutions determine who holds power and how power is exercised. Political institutions thus shape the influence and behavior of their participants and, for that very reason, their adoption and design are the subject of political struggle. Formal political theory – the application of game theoretic methods to political phenomena – develops this basic insight.\(^1\) Game-theoretically inspired arguments explain the emergence and persistence of political institutions as the equilibrium outcome of strategic interaction among actors who strive to anticipate the implications of the institutional status quo and its conceivable alternatives for both their own and others’ welfare.

Formal political theory provides an attractive and general analytical framework for the study of political institutions for several reasons. First, the analysis of political institutions is particularly amenable to formal modeling as institutional rules frequently delineate precisely those elements that are required for a well-defined game-theoretic model: the participants, their available actions and information, and the procedures by which their actions translate into outcomes – like the majority vote, for instance. Depending on whether our central question concerns the consequences of institutions, their emergence and persistence, or their role in equilibrium selection, formal-theoretic analyses of institutions typically proceed in three conceptually distinct ways.\(^2\)

In its most direct approach to the study of institutions, formal political theory takes institutions as given and examines their implications for the behavior of those governed by them. A key feature of this approach is the recognition that political actors understand that their welfare depends on not only their own actions but also the actions of others, who hold potentially conflicting interests. The analysis of the equilibrium consequences of

---

\(^1\)For an introduction to formal political theory, see McCarty and Meiorowitz (2007), Morrow (1994), and Osborne (2004).

\(^2\)For complementary perspectives on formal analysis of institutions, see Weingast (1998), Shepsle (2006).
institutions therefore often leads to predictions that are not immediately obvious from the institutions’ formal structure, like the sharp prediction of candidate platform convergence and the entrenchment of two parties in majoritarian electoral systems that I discuss in the next section.

By contrast, when we analyze institutions as equilibria, we are interested in not only the political consequences of institutions but also why, given their consequences, key actors have an incentive to establish and maintain those institutions in the first place. In this more analytically complete view of institutions, both the behavior and the institutions that govern it must jointly constitute an equilibrium – they must be self-enforcing. This approach is especially appropriate for the analysis of foundational institutions and weakly institutionalized settings. When we study the emergence and persistence of democracy, electoral systems, or the rule of law, key conceptual puzzles concern not only these institutions’ consequences but also why, in light of their consequences, political actors abide by them in the absence of a higher authority that could enforce their compliance. This approach to the analysis of institutions thus yields insights into not only their potential benefits but also their limitations and the obstacles to institutional reform. In section 3, I illustrate these points by contrasting two perspectives on the emergence and survival of democracy, which I respectively refer to as the redistributive and the accountability models of self-enforcing democracy.

The third distinct approach to the study of institutions emphasizes their role in focal coordination and equilibrium selection. In many settings, a game-theoretic analysis predicts the existence of multiple equilibria; that is, more than one pattern of behavior is consistent with strategic rationality in a given setting. Schelling’s (1960) focal point effect helps us understand how institutionally-embedded cultural expectations can play a decisive role in coordinating every actor on one among several equilibria. Hence rather than an undesirable
indeterminacy, this approach to the study of institutions recognizes the multiplicity of equilibria as a fundamental feature of politics and an opportunity to incorporate historically and culturally shaped expectations into the equilibrium analysis of institutions. I illustrate this approach by discussing the focal role of supreme courts and the act of inauguration in the efficient arbitration of political disputes and transfers of power.

The second and conceptually distinct set of benefits that formal political theory brings to the study of institutions stems from the productive discipline that the construction and analysis of transparent political models brings to theory-building. This discipline takes at least two forms. The first is required by the equilibrium concepts that we employ in the analysis of our models. The Nash equilibrium and its refinements posit that in order for a political scenario to be in equilibrium, at a minimum, no actor can have a unilateral incentive to deviate from it. This steady-state requirement is an appealing “negative” criterion for predicting political outcomes.\(^3\) That is, while this requirement may admit multiple outcomes as equilibria, each of which may vary in its plausibility, any behavior that it excludes is definitely implausible: A non-equilibrium prediction effectively expects that at least one actor will act against her own interests. Crucially, the Nash equilibrium and its most frequently-employed refinements exist for any well-specified game (Nash 1951). That is, we can employ game-theoretic methods to study essentially any political setting. Thus we can think of the analytical discipline required by the Nash equilibrium and related equilibrium concepts as a general methodology for theory-building in political science.\(^4\)

The second form of the productive discipline that formal political theory brings to our study of institutions emerges in the process of model-building. Any game theoretic analysis

---

\(^3\)Myerson (1991, 107-108) refers to this “negative” predictive plausibility of the Nash equilibrium as an “upper solution concept.”

begins with an explicit description of the relevant political setting: the players, their preferences, and the actions and information available to them. The conceptual process by which these elements are specified entails abstraction and simplification, and as a result, a trade-off of descriptive realism in favor of analytical tractability and transparency. Rather than a drawback, formal theory views the analysis of transparent, tractable, even if simple models as a key step toward our understanding of more complex political settings. Its by-product is analytical clarity about assumptions, logic, and empirical implications that allows us to draw connections between conceptually related mechanisms in substantively different contexts. A number of such mechanisms, including costly signalling, cheap talk, ultimatum bargaining, as well as commitment, collective action, and principal-agent problems, has become a part of political scientists’ conceptual vocabulary. Thus even those political scientists who do not find particular game-theoretic equilibrium concepts or mathematical modeling appealing nevertheless benefit from the heuristic transparency that formal political analysis brings to our understanding of politics.

I conclude this chapter by discussing how formal political theory contributes to empirical research and the challenges it encounters therein. The interaction between formal modeling and empirical research is essential for the construction of models that are both tractable and capture key aspects of real-world politics. At the same time, game-theoretically inspired modeling contributes to empirical research by clarifying the strategic origins of frequently-encountered problems in causal inference, like endogeneity and selection effects. By providing the microfoundations for these inference problems, formal theoretic research helps guide the search for plausible identification strategies and helps us evaluate their external validity.
2 Equilibrium Consequences of Institutions

When we study the equilibrium consequences of institutions, we take a particular institution as given and examine how the incentives created by that institution shape the behavior of its participants. This approach to the analysis of institutions is one of the earliest in historical terms – as in Condorcet’s 18th century investigation of voting cycles under majority rule. It is also conceptually antecedent, as we think that the primary driver of institutional reforms (or the lack thereof) are their anticipated consequences. As an illustration of this approach, consider the game-theoretic analysis of two distinctive consequences of majoritarian electoral systems: platform convergence and Duverger’s law.

A canonical model conceives of democracy as a political system in which two candidates compete for the votes of a large number of voters whose policy preferences vary along a single dimension. First, each of the two candidates proposes a policy that he will later implement; then each voter votes for the candidate whose proposed policy is closest to her preferred policy. Unlike the voters, the candidates do not care about policy but only about winning office. The candidate that obtains the larger share of the vote wins the election (a tie is decided by the flip of a coin) and implements the policy that he proposed.

This simple model, frequently labelled Hotelling’s or the Downsian model of electoral competition after its early proponents (Hotelling 1929; Downs 1957), yields sharp predictions about the nature of electoral politics. In the unique equilibrium, both candidates propose the policy favored by the median voter and therefore tie. The intuition behind this result builds on the prominent role that the median voter plays in majoritarian decision making. Because the median voter evenly divides the electorate, any candidate

\[5\text{In an influential paper, Shepsle (1979) refers to this type of institutional analysis as “structure-induced equilibrium.”}\]

\[6\text{The median voter has exactly one half of the electorate to both her left and right when the electorate is ordered along a single policy dimension. Black’s Median Voter Theorem (Black 1958) states that the ideal point of the median voter is a Condorcet winner – it is preferred by a majority to any other platform – if}\]
who adopts a platform other than the one favored by the median voter could be defeated by a competitor who positions himself closer to the median. Only a candidate who proposes the median voter’s favorite policy cannot be defeated in this way: The best that his competitor can do is to propose the same, median policy and therefore tie the election.\footnote{For an introductory formal exposition, see Osborne (2004, 73), Gehlbach (2013, 2-3), and McCarty and Meirowitz (2007, 101-103).}

While the Hotelling-Downs model of electoral competition takes the number of candidates as given, the formal analysis of coordination problems faced by voters in majoritarian electoral systems derives Maurice Duverger’s (1959) conjecture that these electoral rules result in the competition of only two candidates or parties as an equilibrium (Riker 1982; Cox 1997). In an electoral system with single-member districts and a single-vote per voter (SMD), voters that favor candidates whose perceived popularity ranks at the third or worse place have an incentive to desert these candidates in favor of one of the top two contenders out of fear that their vote will be wasted. In turn, we should observe only two serious contenders in any district. This intuition extends to electoral systems with more than two candidates per district: Cox’s (1997) $M + 1$ law posits that there will be only $M + 1$ serious contenders in a district that elects $M$ candidates (see also Shepsle 1991).

The prediction that SMD electoral rules will result in a contest between only two competitive candidates can thus be viewed as a justification for the assumption of two-candidate competition in the Hotelling-Downs model and as a statement about the relatively high barriers to entry in SMD systems (Myerson 1999b). Meanwhile, the Hotelling-Downs model of electoral competition clarifies why two-candidate majoritarian elections result in the convergence of candidate platforms to the median voter’s preferred policy, and in turn, close election outcomes. Crucially, observe that SMD rules do not preferences are single-peaked. See Myerson (2013) for a recent review of social choice theory.
expressly prohibit more than two candidates from competing for office, nor do they prevent voters from supporting candidates ranked third or worse. Similarly, the intuition behind platform convergence in the Hotelling-Downs model does not depend on any specific distribution of voters; in particular, we are not assuming that most voters are located close to the median. Rather, it is the anticipation of how SMD rules shape the strategic interaction among voters and candidates – the analysis of the equilibrium consequences of this institution – that accounts for the sharp predictions about the number of candidates and the nature of their platforms.

3 Institutions as Strategic Equilibria

According to Douglas North’s oft-cited definition, institutions are the “humanly devised constraints that structure political, economic and social interactions” (North 1991, 97). Thus unlike geographical or resource constraints, institutions can be devised and changed by the very actors whose behavior they are supposed to bind. Our explanations approach this feature of institutions with political realism when we conceive of the emergence and persistence of political institutions as the equilibrium outcome of strategic interaction. Analytically, this amounts to a more coherent view of institutions than the analysis of the equilibrium consequences of institutions alone as it presupposes that the agents who decide to adopt or maintain an institution understand the equilibrium consequences of the status quo and its conceivable alternatives.  

As an illustration of this approach, consider two competing perspectives on the emergence and survival of democracy, which I respectively refer to as the redistributive and accountability models of democratization. Building on the implications of the

---

8For early appeals to treat institutions as equilibria, see Riker (1980), Shepsle (1986), and Calvert (1995a)
Hotelling-Downs model of electoral competition for redistributive politics (Meltzer and Richards 1981), the democratization models of Acemoglu and Robinson (2001, 2005) and Boix (2003) emphasize that the key political consequence of a transition from dictatorship to democracy is the redistribution of income from the rich to the poor. That is, while redistribution is limited under dictatorship because power is held by the rich, electoral competition under democracy must heed the preferences of the (much poorer) median voter and thus results in significant income redistribution. A majority of the population thus prefers democracy to dictatorship and may threaten a revolution with more radical redistributive consequences if its demands are not met. According to this perspective, stable democracy emerges at moderate levels of economic inequality when a significant fraction of the population demands it but the rich do not fear it so much as to find repressing the redistributive demands of the poor under a dictatorship more attractive.9

Contrast this reasoning to the accountability view of democracy. According to this perspective, the major difference between dictatorship and democracy is that, in the latter, electoral competition affords the public the opportunity to hold politicians accountable for their performance in office. In turn, democratic elections generate incentives for politicians to promote the general welfare (Barro 1973; Ferejohn 1986), whereas authoritarian elites cater primarily to a much narrower “selectorate” (Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003; Besley and Kudamatsu 2007; Boix and Svolik 2013). Accordingly, in Lizzeri and Persico’s (2004) model of franchise extension, elites favor democracy when the status quo favors only a small fraction of the elite – the landed classes – and the extension of the franchise promises public-good oriented policies that are key for the welfare of the growing commercial and urban classes. Meanwhile, democracy survives according to the

---

9This prediction is based on the models in Acemoglu and Robinson (2001, 2005); Boix (2003) predicts that democracy and inequality should be negatively correlated.
accountability perspective when it indeed delivers policies that are better than those under a dictatorship because only then can voters be realistically expected to defend democracy against politicians or groups with authoritarian ambitions (Weingast 1997; Fearon 2011). In the models of Myerson (2006), Bidner and Francois (2013), and Svolik (2013), elections may fail to deliver accountability when voters come to believe that most politicians are self-serving and any attempt to discriminate among them based on their performance is therefore a waste of time. When espoused by a sizeable fraction of the electorate, such expectations are self-fulfilling: they fuel a mutually reinforcing cycle of voter apathy and poor government performance. Hence according to this perspective, the key threat to democratic stability is not the redistributive conflict between the rich and the poor but rather the failure of elections as an instrument of accountability.

The analysis of institutions as equilibria is especially valuable for our understanding of the emergence and persistence of foundational institutions, like democracy, electoral systems, or the rule of law, and our understanding of weakly institutionalized settings, including international, post-conflict, or authoritarian politics. In these settings, a key conceptual puzzle behind the emergence or persistence of institutions stems from the absence of a higher, independent authority with the power to enforce the compliance of key actors with institutional rules when doing so is against their interests. Thus in their analysis of the emergence and persistence of democracy, both the redistributive and accountability perspectives start by outlining the redistributive and accountability consequences of dictatorship and democracy for key actors: the rich versus the poor and

---

10 On electoral systems, see Boix (1999); on the rule of law, see Weingast (1997) and Hafer (2006); on international institutions, see Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal (2004); on authoritarian institutions see, Gandhii (2008) and Boix and Svolik (2013).

11 The relevance of this conceptual point to foundational political questions is eloquently captured in James Madison’s “In framing a government which is to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies in this: You must first enable the government to control the governed; and in the next place, oblige it to control itself” (Madison 1788[2010]).
the elites versus the public, respectively. Democracy is an equilibrium – it is self-enforcing (Przeworski 1991) – when no key political actor has an incentive to undermine it in light of its anticipated consequences, whether it be the rich by coopting the military in order to stage a coup or an incumbent by refusing to step down after losing an election.

But in other contexts, it may be more productive to (at least initially) bracket the question of the origins of institutions and focus exclusively on their equilibrium consequences. For instance, while the origins of single-member district electoral systems may be traced back to the protodemocratic institutions of early modern Europe and their colonial dissemination, contemporary persistence of SMD electoral systems may be rooted in the entrenched two-party systems that SMD rules foster (Cox 1997). A shift to an alternative electoral formula may therefore be feasible only when new parties that emerge due to the extension of the franchise or an economic transformation threaten to fragment established parties (Boix 1999). Thus when Cox (1997) studies the coordination dilemmas that electoral systems create for voters and parties, he can reasonably bracket the question of the origin of electoral systems on analytical grounds: An initial analysis may be most tractable if it focuses on the consequences of electoral systems alone. Such a “partial equilibrium” analysis is also warranted on substantive grounds: Electoral rules change only at critical junctures and can therefore be considered both binding and fixed, at least in the short run.

4 Institutions as Focal Points

In many political settings, the Nash equilibrium and related solution concepts predict that more than one pattern of behavior is consistent with rational, strategic reasoning – that there are multiple equilibria. In some cases, the indeterminacy associated with a
multiplicity of equilibria may be the consequence of an underspecified model and thus only a technical artefact. But in many instances, the multiplicity of equilibria is a fundamental feature of politics. In these cases, a major function of institutions can be to focally coordinate their participants on one among the multiple equilibria (Schelling 1960).

As an illustration, consider the focal properties of two institutions, the supreme court and the act of inauguration. The scenario in which the supreme court acts as an arbiter of last resort is only one equilibrium in a broader game in which a legal dispute could also be decided by a costly contest whose outcome depends on the contending parties’ brute force. When a supreme court arbitrates a disputed election, for instance, its ruling might be seen as just one among the many opinions typically given by various actors, from the candidates to media pundits to foreign observers. But in a functioning constitutional order, the court’s opinion becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy by virtue of its prominent status in the constitutional hierarchy. The court’s verdict is self-enforcing because it coordinates the expectations of the multitude of actors on whose consent the proper functioning of any constitutional order depends. Hence a losing candidate who would contemplate ignoring the court’s ruling must anticipate opposition from not only the declared winner but also those actors. Its focalness endows the court with the power to preclude costly disputes in spite of the fact that, in strictly material terms, the court’s opinion was just that – an opinion.

Similarly, the symbolic act of inauguration marks the transfer of power from one leader to the next by focally coordinating expectations about who heads the executive among the large number of actors that constitute the hierarchy of any government. One metric of the focal power of this symbolic act is the difference between a departing leader’s order on the day before and on the day after the inauguration of his successor. By contrast, in political

---

12 The global game reformulation of the Stag Hunt game, for instance, yields a unique equilibrium whereas the original Stag Hunt has multiple; on global games, see Carlsson and van Damme (1993) and Morris and Shin (2003).

13 On the role of law in focal coordination, see McAdams (2000).
systems that lack the institution of inauguration or where its relevance is in doubt, genuine transfers of power must be accompanied by a demonstration of force or a costly political conflict. Thus in contemporary Russia, for instance, it has become apparent that the effective head of the Russian government is neither the President of the Russian Federation nor its Prime Minister. Rather it is Vladimir Putin, regardless of the official post that he holds. As a consequence, Putin’s potential successor cannot expect to genuinely assume power by the mere symbolic act of inauguration. He will have to wrestle power away from Putin publicly and personally – by exiling, imprisoning, or killing him.\(^{14}\)

Schelling’s (1960) focal point effect thus helps us understand how institutions can become the tools of efficient arbitration of political disputes and transfers of power. These two examples illustrate a broader Humean view of foundational political institutions (Hume 1748[1987]): institutions are conventions (rather than contracts) whose key role is to establish shared expectations that coordinate the citizenry on one among multiple (and not equally efficient) self-enforcing ways to organize political interactions.\(^{15}\) The central role of many constitutional provisions, in this view, is to focally coordinate everyone’s expectations on clearly-defined limits on the government’s authority (Weingast 1997).\(^{16}\)

Because focalness refers to environmental factors that may be conspicuous but do not directly affect the participants' welfare, focal coordination allows for the incorporation of cultural, psychological, and historically contingent factors into the rational choice analysis of institutions.\(^{17}\) According to this approach to the analysis of institutions, many of the

\(^{14}\)Similarly, the last Mexican caudillo Plutarco Elías Calles officially stepped down from the Mexican presidency in 1928 but nevertheless overshadowed his three successors, inspiring the expression “the president lives in the presidential palace, but the man who gives orders lives across the street” (Krauze 1997, 430). The genuineness of his political demise during Lázaro Cárdenas’s presidency had to be marked by a forced exile to the United States.

\(^{15}\)See especially the discussions by Calvert (1995b), Hardin (1989), and Myerson (2004, 2009).

\(^{16}\)For related arguments, see de Figueiredo and Weingast (2005) and Tucker (2007).

\(^{17}\)Greif (2006, Chapter 9) discusses the focal role of cultural beliefs in medieval institutional development; Elster (2004, 176-177) suggests that focalness played a substantial role in the forming of a consensus about what “just” compensation was for forced laborers during World War II; Elster, Offe, and Preuss (1998,
symbols and ceremonial acts that accompany real-world institutions are seen as cultural artifacts that serve to reproduce a shared understanding of the focal role that specific institutions play in equilibrium selection (Chwe 2001). But this does not imply that cultural or symbolic factors override strategic concerns. Only when multiple patterns of behavior are consistent with strategic reasoning can institutionally-embedded cultural expectations play a decisive, focal role in equilibrium selection.

5 The Heuristic Value of Formal Models

The first step of a game-theoretic analysis of politics is to explicitly describe the relevant political setting: the players, their preferences, and each player’s available actions and information. Political institutions are especially amenable to this initial step since their infrastructure often mirrors many of these elements. Nonetheless, the make-up and operation of most real-world institutions are too complex to be modelled in its entirety. In turn, the conceptual process by which these elements are specified entails abstraction and simplification, steps that require a trade-off of descriptive realism in favor of analytical tractability and transparency.

Rather than a drawback, game-theoretically inspired theory-building views the analysis of simple, tractable models as a necessary and productive first step toward the understanding of more complex environments. The abstraction and simplification involved in formal theory-building fosters a productive discipline that is essential to any kind of theory-building, both mathematical and less formal.\(^{18}\) The specification of the elements of a well-defined game amounts to a statement of the key forces that the analyst believes

---

\(^{62}\) propose that past constitutional choices become natural focal points in constitutional design during transitions to democracy.

\(^{18}\) Put differently, non-formal theories implicitly assume most of the elements required for a well-defined game model but they are typically less transparent about them; see Epstein (2008).
operate in the political setting under study. Meanwhile, the resulting analytical tractability and transparency facilitate the reproducibility of theoretical arguments (just like data and code sharing facilitate replication in empirical political science) and make it easier to draw connections between analytically related mechanisms in substantively different fields. Thus even those political scientists who are skeptical about the plausibility of game-theoretic equilibrium concepts will benefit from the productive discipline required by the methodology of model-based theorizing and the ensuing heuristic transparency.

As an example of a productive departure from descriptive accuracy, consider the ultimatum bargaining model. According to this model, one of two players first proposes how to divide a positive quantity (money in the simplest application) and then the other player either accepts or rejects the proposal. If the proposal is accepted, each player gets her share of the proposed division; if it is rejected, both players get nothing. This simplest model of sequential bargaining results in a sharp equilibrium prediction: Because the second player is effectively choosing between accepting the first player’s proposal or getting nothing, the first player optimally demands and obtains the entire quantity divided; no rejections occur in equilibrium.\(^\text{19}\) Hence the alternate name for this model: “take-it-or-leave-it” bargaining.

This seemingly unrealistic model of bargaining has become one of the key building blocks for the formal analysis of a range of political institutions.\(^\text{20}\) In their analysis of budgetary agenda-setting, Romer and Rosenthal (1978) reformulated the ultimatum game by conceiving of the first player as a committee that proposes a policy (e.g. a school board) and of the second player as a collective actor that decides by a majority vote (e.g. a referendum) whether to accept the committee’s proposal or whether to retain the status

---

\(^{19}\)For an introductory exposition of this model, see McCarty and Meirowitz (2007, 176-177) and Osborne (2004, 181-182).

\(^{20}\)In fact, when ordinary people play this game, they are rarely as self-regarding as the basic ultimatum bargaining model assumes (Camerer and Thaler 1995).
quo. This extension of the ultimatum game became the workhorse model in the study of legislative organization (Denzau and Mackay 1983) and the separation of powers, especially the study of executive-legislative bargaining (Cameron 2000). Meanwhile, an extension of the ultimatum game according to which a rejection of the first player’s proposal results in a costly conflict became the leading approach to the study of war (Fearon 1995; Powell 1999).

In political applications of the ultimatum game, the initial trade-off of descriptive realism in favor of analytical tractability proved to be essential in facilitating the development of more realistic models in which conflict may occur in equilibrium (typically as a result of private information) and in which the power of key actors is shaped either by the political environment (e.g. the location of the status quo) or by the details of the institutional setting (e.g. open versus closed committee rules, the requirements for a veto override.)

Political applications of the ultimatum game also illustrate the heuristic value of our thorough understanding of this mechanism: The tractability and transparency of these models helps us discern analytical connections between areas as disparate as the committee system in the U.S. House of Representatives, the separation of powers, and international crisis bargaining. A highly incomplete sample of other mechanisms frequently encountered in the formal analysis of institutions includes the classic dilemmas (i.e. the Prisoner’s Dilemma, the Stag Hunt, the Game of Chicken, the Battle of the Sexes, the Matching Pennies), the problems of commitment and non-credible threats, collective action problems, principle-agent problems, costly signalling, and cheap talk.\footnote{On the role of commitment problems in the analysis of institutions, see North and Weingast (1989), Greif, Milgrom, and Weingast (1994) and Acemoglu and Robinson (2005); on the role of institutions in resolving collective action problems, see Olson (1965), Hardin (1982), Ostrom (1990) and Aldrich (1995); on principal-agent treatments of electoral competition and bureaucracy, see Ferejohn (1986) and Epstein and O’Halloran (1999); for institutional applications of costly signalling and cheap-talk, see Banks (1991), Gilligan and Krehbiel (1987), and Krishna and Morgan (2001). For a rigorous introduction and more comprehensive review of these topics, see Austen-Smith and Banks (1999, 2005), Gehlbach (2013), Mueller (2003), and Persson and Tabellini (2000).}

As in the case of the ultimatum game, these mechanisms and the intuitions behind them have been productively
applied in issue areas well beyond those in which they initially emerged.

6 Conclusion: The Symbiosis of Theoretical Modeling and Empirical Testing

I conclude this chapter by discussing how formal analysis of institutions benefits from and contributes to empirical research. While formal political modeling is primarily a theoretical enterprise, its interaction with empirical research is essential for the construction of models that capture key aspects of real-world politics. At the same time, the empirical evaluation of formal models presents unique challenges: Models are at best approximations of reality and good models are deliberate about the many aspects of reality that they ignore and the few that they focus on. In turn, it is easy to dismiss any formal model as failing to capture some aspect of real-world politics. But that would miss the key purpose of modeling: to offer a tractable analysis of some aspect of politics. To paraphrase a famous quote, since all models are approximations at best, all models are wrong – but some are useful (Box and Draper 1987, 424).

Any kind of theory-building, whether mathematical or less formal, entails abstraction and simplification and hence a departure from descriptive realism. Formal theorists view these aspects of modeling as a productive step toward the construction of models that serve a specific purpose, which is as often analytical or heuristic as it is to yield testable empirical predictions. This approach to modeling as a multi-purpose enterprise is more productive than attempts to construct a single, complex model that would be at the same time analytically tractable, theoretically revealing, and yield a wealth of concrete empirical

22 Myerson (1992, 64-66) refers to the iterated interaction between theoretical modeling and empirical evidence as the “modeling dialogue.”
predictions (Myerson 1992, 64-66). The value of specific models should therefore not be
judged by their descriptive details or even by the richness or precision of their empirical
predictions, but rather by whether they accomplish their intended purpose.23

In turn, when assessing the predictions of formal models, we should focus on the key
forces hypothesized to shape equilibrium behavior, test a model’s comparative statics
rather than point predictions, and evaluate its goodness of fit by the standard of
alternative, competing models. Meanwhile, when evaluating the appropriateness of
modeling assumptions, we need to differentiate between models whose emphasis is
analytical and therefore have only crude empirical implications and models whose emphasis
is to highlight their predictions for a specific type of data or identification strategy. Thus
while Schelling’s (1960; 1966) and Fearon’s (1995) models of commitment and bargaining
problems in international crises are primarily analytical and heuristic, Signorino’s (1999)
and Lewis and Schultz’s (2003) models highlight the implications of these mechanisms for
statistical inference from international conflict data.

The evolution of models of electoral competition illustrates the productive interaction
of theoretical modeling and empirical analysis. When viewed in strictly empirical terms,
the predictions of the Downs-Hotelling model discussed in section 2 are obviously “wrong”: candidates never propose perfectly identical platforms and there are no perfectly tied
large-turnout elections on record. Attempts to bring the model’s prediction closer to
empirical observations led to extensions that capture richer political settings, and in turn,
more realistic predictions. Some of the key extensions include models in which candidates care about policy (Wittman 1973; Calvert 1985), cannot commit to platforms
(Osborne and Slivinski 1996; Besley and Coate 1997), compete over multiple dimensions

23On empirical evaluation of formal models, see especially Myerson (1992), Morton (1999),
Granato, Lo, and Wong (2010), Clarke and Primo (2012), and Lorentzen, Fravel, and Paine (2013). For
skeptical perspectives on whether game-theoretic models should be empirically evaluated in the first place,
see Aumann (1985) and Rubinstein (2006).
(Roemer 2001), face the threat of entry (Palfrey 1984), differ in platform-specific skills (Krasa and Polborn 2010) or valence characteristics (Ansolabehere and James M. Snyder Jr. 2000; Groseclose 2001; Aragonès and Palfrey 2002); and models in which voters experience a random shock to their preferences before they vote (Lindbeck and Weibull 1987; Coughlin 1992; Persson and Tabellini 2000), form parties (Roemer 2001), become candidates themselves (Osborne and Slivinski 1996; Besley and Coate 1997), and may choose to abstain (Myerson 1998, 2000).

These extensions help clarify what kind of departures from the initial Downs-Hotelling setting result in equilibrium platform divergence and election outcomes that are not (ex-post) perfectly tied. Yet at the same time, these extensions also confirm that competitive pressures toward platform convergence are a general feature of majoritarian electoral systems. Thus once confronted with data, the Downs-Hotelling model proved to be a theoretically productive starting point.

Game-theoretically inspired modeling not only benefits from interaction with empirical research, it also contributes to it by highlighting the challenges to statistical inference and external validity. By emphasizing that most political interactions involve actors with potentially conflicting interests, formal analysis provides the microfoundations for recurring problems in empirical inference, like endogeneity and selection effects.

Consider one major obstacle in the estimation of the causal effects of institutions – their endogeneity. Endogeneity refers to the concern that the presumed consequences of institutions are simultaneously the cause of their emergence and persistence. According to the most skeptical view, institutions are epiphenomenal – their presumed consequences are entirely due to the material conditions that are responsible for their emergence and

\[24\text{For excellent exposition and review of these developments, see Osborne (1995), Persson and Tabellini (2000), Grofman (2004), and Austen-Smith and Banks (2005, Chapters 7-9).} \]
Persistence. This concern about the endogeneity of presumed causes to their effects mirrors the conceptual distinction between the partial analysis of the equilibrium consequences of institutions and the full analysis of institutions as equilibria. In fact, a frequently employed nomenclature distinguishes these as the exogenous and endogenous approaches to the study of institutions (Weingast 1998; Diermeier and Krehbiel 2003).

In turn, the challenge in identifying the consequences of institutions is to isolate the causal effect of an institution from the indirect effects of factors that contribute to its persistence. As our earlier discussion of Duverger’s law highlights, by favoring two-candidate competition, majoritarian electoral systems generate vested interests in the perpetuation of such electoral rules, and in turn, further the entrenchment of both the electoral system and two major parties. As a result, the causes of these institutions can be plausibly separated from their consequences only at particularly favorable historical moments. Electoral systems, for instance, may be plausibly exogenous only at the time of their colonial dissemination or when new parties threaten established ones due to unexpected demographic or economic shocks. Models of Duverger’s law thus provide the analytical micro-foundations for institutional path-dependence and highlight the challenges to empirical inference about the consequences of electoral systems.

Finally, explicit – but not necessarily formal – theory-building can help empirical researchers evaluate the external validity of specific cases and research designs. Most empirical research aspires to claim that its findings are relevant beyond the specific case, context, or data from which it originates. But claims of such external validity then amount to a conceptual justification for why some political mechanism operates similarly across different contexts. Explicit modeling of the interaction between institutions and their

---

25 For a discussion of this sceptical view, see Przeworski (2009) and Pepinsky (Forthcoming).

26 For an influential attempt to overcome institutional endogeneity via an instrumental variable approach, see Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2001).
participants helps us evaluate which features of an empirical case or data are relevant to the mechanism at work and thus generalizable beyond the specifics of any context.
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